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News since last RPP 
Update

Reviewed ~40 publications

Encoded ~100 measurements including new 
form factor parametrizations

New mini-review on CPT invariance test

Updated mini-reviews



Theoretical Emphasis in Kaon
(Experimental issues covered in C.-J. Lin’s talk tomorrow)

K+ lifetime (Franzini questions)

Vus status/Simon questions 

Other ff problems (KL->e+ e- γ,    
KL->μ+ μ- γ)

More complete fit K0/KS



K+ lifetime 

Ott 71 4 runs:  statistical err.  averaged! 
0.0016 10-8 s (twice larger?)

Koptev 95: from two different 
measurements/targets

τ(Cu)=1.2368±0.0041 ns

τ(U)  =1.2451±0.0030 ns
⇒ 1.2451±0.0030 ns ?

Measurements not consistent!
KLOE suspects older meas may have 

underestimated syst. uncertanties









 While performing a literature search for PDG, I have been picking up for years results 
on V_ud/V_us and sending them to LBL. Since there was not a special code for them,
I usually grouped them with the main subject of  the paper, e.g., kaon, writing S010, 
V_us. Then it would go to Tom Trippe and he would either pay attention or not to this 
addendum. Even worse was the case when V_us was extracted in some phenomenological 
paper. Then with a large probability it would be thrown away without any serious consideration.
My suggestion is to have better classification than now with more codes, so that all relevant papers 
will be kept in some special "box", which will be visited by overseers and review authors as a 
"must". Of  course, after that they will be free to decide what to do with this or that paper.

S. Eidelman’s 
concern



DIP

Other ff : KL->e+ e- γ, KL->μ+ μ- γ, KL->μ+ μ-e+ e-

Relevant to uncover short distance to KL->μ+ μ-

Expts measure two ff’s DIP and  BMS 

We have different encodings for the 
different channels: however if we assume 
lepton univ. we could have a fit form all 
the channels



More Complete K0/KS/KL Global Fits 

In the K0 Section we have several encodings of 
ΔS=ΔQ tests (Im(x+), Re(x+),..) from NA48, 
CPLEAR, KLOE

These encodings require inputs from KL and 
KS sections

It would then be desirable to have a Kaon 
Global fit

This is one example but there are many other 
cases which also would benefit from Global fits 
(see Cheng-Ju talk tomorrow)



My conclusions

Where is a nice place to encode  
ππscattering lenghts? Nice data from 
NA48 in K->3π

Welcome to Cheng-Ju Lin and thanks to 
Flavianet people for productive discussions


